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FEATURES
🔑 True Ownership
Every item or character you own in the game is 100% yours and stored on
the XRPL. You can exchange or transfer it to anyone at any time.
🤝 Marketplace
You will be able to trade on any marketplaces that support NFT's.
And we are also working on our own marketplace.
🏆 Leaderboard
Grow your GhostPet and move up in the player rankings.
Prizes await the winners.
💰 Adventure and Underground war
You'll be able to send your pet on a UNDERGROUND WAR sweep, where it will
gain items and farm token. We are also working on the possibility of players
cooperation to fight the mighty bosses.

INTRODUCTION
My Ghost Pet online is a new blockchain
multiplayer coming into xrpl, the game with the
ability to collect exclusive NFT’s, rich in content
and variety of gameplay. PvP, Underground
war, Adventures, NFT Marketplace - it’s all at
the heart of my ghost pet! Don’t have much time
to play? Do blockchain games require lots of
investments to start playing? Start playing
without spending as much time as you want in
the game and earn $XRGHOST Token.

VISION AND MISSION
STATEMENT
Blockchain technology has taken over the
world! Blockchain games are developing
rapidly and new exciting projects are born
every day. Unfortunately, many of the existing
blockchain games require significant
investments to start the game and are not
available to such a wide audience. Others
require powerful hardware.

We want to solve both of these problems as follows:
Play anywhere and anytime - the MyGhostPet
game format is available to every user because
The game is located directly in the browser and
it will be convenient to play both from a
computer and mobile device.
What could be better than getting Tokens by playing
an interesting game? The MyGhostPet Online is
based on the concept of Play & Earn, which will
allow users to collect XRGHOST Tokens, buy
exciting exclusive GHOST PET with them, complete
Underground war, and play with other players!

GAMEPLAY
They are very dark and scary, choose GHOST
PET while sending them to UNDERGROUND
WAR, some GHOST PET can perform better
than others based on UNDERGROUND rules.

UNDERGROUND SEASON 1
Horny Tony Tribe
Pharaoh Grave
Dead Rose Valley
House of the Witch
Cursed Farm
Dragon Lair
Spider Nest
Crystal Mine Ruins
Endless Labyrinth of Fear
Underground Grand Castle

SEASONS
Each season got its theme and a limited
number of GhostPet, making seasonal Ghost
Pet rarer because they won't be obtainable
ever again. New-season also brings new
Underground Door and new Adventures.

UNDERGROUND WAR
GAMEPLAY
You can send from 1 to 3 GhostPets on the mission.
The rewards for completing the underground war grows based on the
underground's difficulty. Underground missions provide $XRGHOST tokens,
NFT items, a GhostPet experience, and a chance to find a new GhostPet.
The player can complete Underground war by assigning them Ghosts at the
Underground interface, and the chance of success increases depending on
the type of GhostPet and Underground threats. When players open a new
Underground Door, they choose from a list of all your GhostPet, available for
Underground war. Without starting the mission, players can drag and drop
Ghost's Pet to the Underground door interface to calculate the success rate.
Assigning each GhostPet to an underground slot will increase the success
chance of completing the Underground war. While GhostPet is in
Underground war do not sell them or do not send them to another wallet.

UNDERGROUND WAR
DIFFICULTIES AND REWARDS
The Underground war system is based on two types and is
Physical or Magical Underground. The chance is calculated
based on four stats of the Ghost's Pet you sent for the mission
and based on the stats of the underground door.
For example, if the underground door is a Physical type the best
strategy is to send a Physical GhostPet. Difficulties bring a
different amount of reward and experience. The harder the
Underground door gets the more chances you have to drop
NFT’s items such as talismans, potions, scrolls, etc, or $XRGHOST
Token.
Rewards in survival Underground war can be the new
GhostPet.

UNDERGROUND WAR CHANCE
CALCULATION
How to calculate your chance to win?

- Simply compare all of your four
stats to the Underground Door,
calculate four chances, add all of
them and divide by four and you will
calculate your total chance to win the
Underground War.

- Keep in mind that if one statistic of the
Underground door is zero, the chance of
that statistic is always zero.

If your chance is >100% it will be shown
as 100%. It means you always win.
What if the chance is below 50%?
Basicaly you can just lose and you
won't get any rewards. Your NFT
won't die.

GHOST PET LEVELING
- GENERIC +1 point every level (4 points in total at
start)
(24 points max level) (64 XRGHOST per level):
+1 to one random statistic after every level up
_ COMMON +2 points every level (10 points in total at
start)
(50 points max level) (128 XRGHOST per level):
+2 to random physical statistic after every level up if
physical type +2 to random magical statistic after
every level up if magical type

- EPIC +4 points every level (20 points in total at
start) (100 points max level) (256 XRGHOST per
level):
+4 to random physical statistic after every level
up if physical type +4 to random magical statistic
after every level up if magical type
- RARE + 8 points every level (40 points in total at the
start)
(200 points max level) (512 XRGHOST per level):
+8 to random physical statistic after every level up if
physical type +8 to random magical statistic after
every level up if a magical type

- Legendary +16 points every level
(80 points in total at start) (400
points max level) (1024 XRGHOST
per level):
+16 to random physical statistic
after every level up if physical type
+16 to random magical statistic
after every level up if magical type

GHOST'S PET TALISMANS
LEVELING
TALISMAN UPGRADING

STATS TO PHYSICAL IF PHYSICAL OR STATS TO MAGICAL IF MAGICAL

LEVEL1: 90% chance + 1 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL2: 85% chance + 1 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL3: 80% chance + 1 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL4: 75% chance + 1 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL5: 70% chance + 1 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL6: 65% chance + 2 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL7: 60% chance + 2 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL8: 55% chance + 2 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + scroll
LEVEL9: 50% chance + 2 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL10:45% chance + 2 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll

LEVEL11: 40% chance + 4 points Cost: 5000XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL12: 35% chance + 4 points Cost: 5000XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL13: 30% chance + 4 points Cost: 5000XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL14: 25% chance + 10 points Cost: 5000XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL15: 20% chance + 20 points Cost: 5000XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL16: 15% chance + 30 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll

LEVEL17: 10% chance + 40 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST+ Scroll
LEVEL18: 5% chance + 50 points Cost: 5000 XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL19: 2.5% chance + 100 points Cost: 5000XRGHOST + Scroll
LEVEL20: 1.25% chance + 200 pointsCost:5000XRGHOST+Scroll

GHOST PET TYPES
All of our #NFTs comes with four different stats. If your GhostPet
will have more statistics in the Magical Section it means it's a
Magical Type and the opposite if your GhostPet will have more
statistics in the Physical Section it means it's a Physical Type.
What's important, if you upgrade a Magical Type GhostPet you
will upgrade only Magical Stats and the opposite, if you upgrade a
Physical Type GhostPet you will upgrade only Physical Stats.
If you are sending your GhostPet to the Underground War with a
lot of Physical Stats it's a good idea to use a GhostPet with a lot of
Physical Stats.
If you are sending your GhostPet to the Underground War with a
lot of Magical Stats it's a good idea to use a GhostPet with a lot of
Magical Stats.

GHOST PET STAKING
You can send your GhostPet once per 12h to earned some
$XRGHOST and you will get a random number based on the
rarity of the GhostPet.
GENERIC
1-2 XRGHOST per 12h
COMMON
2-4 XRGHOST per 12h
EPIC
4-8 XRGHOST per 12h
RARE
8-16 XRGHOST per 12h
LEGENDARY
16-32 XRGHOST per 12h

GHOST PET TALISMANS &
POTIONS TYPES
All of our Talismans & Potions #NFTs come with
two different stats. If your Talisman & Potion will
have more statistics in the Magical Section it means
it's a Magical Type and the opposite if your Talisman
& Potion will have more statistics in the Physical
Section it means it's a Physical Type
You can mix your Talisman & Potion with your
GhostPet to get the best chance to win the
Underground War. You can also choose which
Talisman is worth upgrading it based on your team
composition.

MARKETPLACE
In addition to the fact that you can buy a new GhostPet, various goods
will also be available in the Marketplace. Buy them and pay with our
main Token $XGHOST. Everytime someone trades on the marketplace
there is a 3% fee and half of that fee gets burned! 🔥
From time to time we make something called NFT’s Sale and we
put our new GhostPet on our marketplace for a really cheap
prices. Half of the tokens that we get as devs gets burned! 🔥

Potions to increase your stats, timers to speed up the Underground
War passes, buffs to increase the strength of the GhostPet, and
increase the chance of success for the passage of a particular
Undergound Door.Talismans, Scrolls, Potions and even rare GhostPet
which gives confidence in the profitability of winning, much more awaits
you in the amazing game My Ghost Pet Online!

